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B
AGE-RELATE'D I)IFFERENCES IN COMPLEX MONITOPING 11RI ORMANC
I ntroduction.
Effective monitoring of comlpiox visual dis 'ljys, such as the cathode-ray
tube (CRT) displays used in air traffic control radar systems, requires the
ability to detect relevant stimulus changes rapidly, usually in the presence
oi many irrelevant and/or competing stimuli (selective attention), and the
ability to maintain a high level of attention
to !he visual display over
prolonged periods of time (sustained attention).
It has recently been
argued that these two forms of attention, i.e.,
selective and sustained, are
not only quite different conceptually, but ma" r-iflect brailn urocesses that
are neurologically distinct (8)
Evidence is accumulating that selective att ntion, as it relates to the
ability to detect task-relevant visual inferm-t•on in the presence of taskirrelevant information, is significantly impairou3 as a function of age.
In
a study by Rabbitt (14), for example, subjects (Ss) in their 20's or 70's
were required to sort cards containing either o- A or a R into tw- separate
stacks.
Four levels of difficulty were cma 0 y-d in which differo, t packs of
cards contained 0, 1, 4, or 8 additional irrc)]'Žant letters.
1;arting timem
was found to increase with aqe as the nunn)ec oi- irrelevant stimuli increased.
In addition, a signifi cant- aye by piAcks intelr-.ctiur
indicated that sorting
times for older Ss increased more sharpiy t;-an did times for younger Ss as
tUe numnber ofl irrelevant stimuli increased.
Parkas and Buyer (4)

C-

have recently examined the age-related effects of a

different variable, perceptual grouping, on selective attention.

Ss in three

groups with mean ages of 22.13, 46.75, and 69.38 years were required to sort
decks of cotrds containing either no irrelevant informaltion, contrasting
irrelevant information, or similar irrelevant in formation.
Each card con-

tained either an upright or inverted letter T (target item) located in one
of the four squares of an imaginary 2 x 2 matrix.
The other three squares
wel; c
iiiLer Um]pLy (nI irrloevant in ufrmation) , contaLined the letter T's that
were all in the same vertical plane as the T (similar irrelevant information)
or contained I's
that were displaced 90° relative to the T (contrasting
irrelevant information) . Ss sortkd cards from each of the three types of
packs into separate stacks accord.a.,g to the orientation of the target letter.
Sorting time was greater for all age groups in the presence of similar than
in the presence of contrasting, irrelevant information.
In general, however,
thiu oldest ciroup was impaired the most- by both types of irrelevant information.
'tie above studies of selective attention clearly reveal age-related
impairments iii the ability to detect well-defined task-relevant intormriJti.on
i0 the I)resellce of task-irrelevant inFormation.
Evidence supporting an agerelated change in sustained attention (vigilance), however, is far more
equivocal.
IIn oile of the car~lscýt sUd"
.z-1 : of
York (2c) failed to find any di[-fer-on.sen between gno].
withi mean anes of 30,
50, and 70 years in their performance of a simple visuil vigilance task
Iit

.P>ti

les
I

involving the detection of Jnfrequent double flashes.

Likewise, Griew and
Davis (7) found no diffe)-ences between groups with ages of 19 to 31 and 45 to
60 years in the number of correct detections using an auditory vigilance task
requiring the detection of occasional sequences of three consecutive odd
A number of subsequent studies using essentia]ly the same auditory
digits.
task employed by Griew and Davis and employing comparable ago groups also
failed to find any differences in correct detectiunia as a function ot age
(2,6,12,18,19).
On the basis of the above findings, one might reasonably conclude that
sustained attention, as measured in conventional vigilance experiments, is
Yet in 1964, Surwillo and Quilter (16)
not influenced by the aging process.
reported a vigilance study in which clear ane-related differences were
Ss ranging in age from 22 to 82 years monitored a Mackworth clock
obtained.
This task requires Ss to detect occasional
(11) for a period of 1 hour.
double jumps of a pointer that normally rotates in discrete, once-per-second
Older (> 60 years) Ss detected signifjumps about a plain white clock face.
icantly fewer signals than did the younger (< 60 years) Ss in this study.
More interesting, however, was the fact that differences in vigilance perThe significant
formance were not present at the beginning of the task.
difference between age groups was the result of a much greater performance
A subseqgent
decrement among the older Ss toward the end of the session.
replication of this study confirmed these findings (15).
A possible explanation for the age-related differences reported by
Surwillo (15) and Surwillo and Quilter (16) in\olves the vigilance task
Davis and Tune (3) have hypothesized that effective performance on
employed.
the Mackworth clock requires continuous search, and the aaditional load
imposed by this requirement may have affected older Ss more adversely thlan
If the greater performiance decrement obtained for older Sn. in
younger ones.
the Surwillo studies resulted from this rather minimal search requirement,
then vigilance tasks involving much greater visual search should show even
more pronounced age differences in sustained attention.
The
The present study was conducted to investigate this possibility.
task employed resembled a contemporary air traffic control radar display and
S. from d ift e-onI
contained a constant number of alphantumeric data blocks.
aqe groups monitored the display over a 2-hour period for occasional "critical
On the basis
stimuli." consisting of designated changes in the alphanumerics.
of the studies of selective attention reviewed earlier. it was exp]ected that
overall (mean) detection times on this task would be greater with advancing
However, the results obtained by S;urwillo would suggest that ageage.
related differences in target detection time may occur only after some time
period of task performance, with the onset of pler formanco impa rinent OccUTing
earlier among older Ss than among yonnger ones.
Besides studying performaince effects,
..
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reco:rcdings of horizontal
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in arousal level, and electrowere
eye m{,-emont activity

ii

et)a atnod Lo ar~e'ss ,cannrilleI act]ivity .
A tbhird rnecasutrŽ , aveingi) dominanllt
o lctrencj
itiogrpi
I
l;;a)freqUen]cy, was recorded but irot anallyxIed
beca-use of iristrumenrtatioix probileirs.
The subIjc~tive- mea0,sures inludedCC selfre'orrcod louT i ira.s of IJatague , at~tent iverress , annoyance, boredom, and
Woirotei
I L was fI
el
noieL measjurs' (IF subjeOct ive fati true and boredom were
par11tvcularly impol~rtanlt to in1clude, since- it has been suggested that the aclerelated performan,11ce decrement report-ed by surwil lo (15) and Surwil~le
Q)uilter (16) mlight have been due to,- greater task b~oredom aiad fatigue
enced by elde-r Ss (5)

andI
expieri-

Metihed.
SuIijercots.
Forty-five paid vol unteer
r(]19 males- and 26 females)
participateu in tile experiment.
Three 'age group1s were representeod (1.8-29,
40-50, and 60-70 years) , with 15 Ss 'ii'
each group.
Mesan ageqs within the
groups were 21.7, 45.7, and 63.1 years, respectivelyPiducaoionai. backgr~ounds
varied from several years of inch school to some graduzate studyv.
The meet
CoImnnl
"eoccupations" were col loge student, llousewifeQ, clecrical -sales, and
retired military/civil
service.
All] Ss were, -in good health as determinod

-

from an interview that includedC queIstions concerniLng any regular usage of
pre-serthed drugjs or medication.
In add] Lion, all
bad normal visual acuity
(currected to 20/20 if necessary).
Des6igntand Task App~aratu~s.
All1 taisk programing and recordi nq of responses; were a(-ccmplishied using a Pig ital
Fonipment Corporation PDP-ll/40
computer interFaced with a 17-inch (43 cm) CRT.
Tile Clxr was, located in a
console resembling err air tr-affic control radar unit.
Tihe stimuli (targjets)
consisted of)I smal~l reetancruLiar 'blips" representing the locations of given
aircraft.
Adjacent to each target was an alphanurmeric data bloc)<.
Data
blIocks,- comprised two rows of symbols:
the top row, c~onsistinig of two lette.Ls
andlk thlree numeral s, identified the aircraft , while the bottomn row of six
numerals indicated its
alt itude and(: speed.
The first
thiree of these nuImerals
gave altit
ude- in) hun1dreds of feet and the last. three gaIve groenldspeod.
A s;imulated raaar sweepli ire made one- complete, clockwise revolution eVery
6 seconds.
A target was updated as to locGationl and anY changle in its dat a
block moments after the sweep] ine passed the target-'s prior lo~cationl.
Targets niormcall y moved in a linear Fashion unless a coerce chrango was3 noes
sccv to avoid target overlaps.
Sixteen targe~ts were, present at all, timeis; as
one loft, another app'eared on the scree~n
'1110 cri tire]J s7tiriluJJs or siulnal1
teI
which tiwl( S was instructed to res~ponld cons] sted of a change9C in a targlet '5
displayedI alt] tUde ta a Valuei greater than 550 or less than 150,
The valules
of rho increaises or decreases in alt itude were randomfly dotuermined, except
that the changJed altitude
value Could riot be gJreater- than 599 or less- thanl
1 00.
Ten such critical
stimuli appeared in eac-h 30-minute period; five
occurredU
in thaý fir-st 15 mntsand
five in tire second.
Vhe S's resnponso
to a cr1itical stimruluis consisted- of pressiin; a tort tonl Vold' in; the riob'Ilt hland
arid then 11(11ding a l.1 gh penl over tire critical
targe0t.
TheQ light ioen caused
the al titude port-ion ol tire data loc
to recert to
t~s previous valueo.

3

i

t

tie S failed to det(ect a critical stimulus within 1 minute, the data block
automatically reverted to its previous value.
Ail performance data were
recorded by the computer for subsequent processing.
Physiological Recordings and Instrumentation.
Beckman miniature bioporential electrodes were attached directly above and below the right eye and
at the outer canthi of both eyes.
Leads from the vertical ann horizontal
pairs of electrodes were connected to two separate channels of a Beckman
Dynograph and recorded with a 3.0-second time constant.
These channels
served as the two ptimary EOG channels and, because of the relatively long
time constant, recorded both following and saccadic movements.
In order to
extract only the faster saccadic movements for computer processing, the output of the primary horizontal channel was recorded on a third channel by
differentiating the EOG with a time constant oi 0.03 seconds.
(Only horizontal movements were computer-processed because of eyeblinYk artifacts in the
vertical recordings.)
The resulting positive and negative pulses were led to
two Schmidt triggers set for positive and negative inputs respectively, an OR
gate, and hence to one of the digital inputs of the computer.
These input
pulses were also displayed for monitoring purIposes en a fourth channel of the
Dynograph.
Beckman biopotential electrodes filled with a saline paste (10) and
attached to the volar surfaces of the index and middle fingers of the S's
left hand were used for measuring conductaýice luvel.
i,eads from these
electrodes led to a Beckman Type 9844 coupler that recorded conductance
directly.
The computer and other recording apparatus were located in an adjacent
room from which the S was monitored via closed-circuit TV.
Indirect lighting
was used in the S's room, and the level of ill,,umination .t the display was
21.5 meter-candles.
This level approximates that used in operational air
t-affic control environments,
Eye Movement Calibration.
The gain of the primnary horizontal channel on
the Dynograph was initially adjusted to yield a 1.mm peak-)-pnoak deflection
to a 50 I-V,
-l-iz input signal from a Grass Square Wave Calibrator.
The Cain
controls of the Schmidt triggers were then adjusted to just fire at the• peak
of each p]ositive and neqative excursion of the catibration signal.
mollowing
this, each S's hlorizontal as well as vertical eye movements were calibrated
using an optical table with chinrest support.
Sr, were instructed to fixate
points at 20o and 2700 on the circumference of a 22-cm circle which subteonded
a visual angle of 20°.
A similar procedu,-e was followed for vertical eye
movements, except that points at 1800 and 3 60° were used.
The gain controls
of the primary horiaontal cud vertical channelts were adjusted to yield pekto-peak deflections of 2 cm as the eyes were Ueilected to tie extremes of the
circle.
Thus imtt of 1)en dol ecti(,n equaled L) of eye movemeint.
Any horj;contal scIccadic movement equal to or greater- titan this value caused aIn olrput.
fro

011e of the Schmidt ttrjgucss
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On arrival the S was taken to the experimental room,
Procedure.
orientation instructions were qiven, the S was in.strumented for physiological
Then a 9-point subjective
recording, and eye movements were calibratedl.
rating scale was administered dealing with present feelings of attentiveness,
fatigue, annoyance, and boredom.
The S was seated in a straight-backed chair dairectly facing the console.
The circular display area of the screen subtended a visual angle of approxThe minimum separation of alphaimately 200 at the S's viewing distance.
Although a rigidly
numieric targets at this distance was approximately 2.40.
fixed head restraint would have been desirable in order to eliminate head
movements, this was not considered feasible in view of the lerigtn of the
Instead, each S was instructed to sit straight in the chair
task session.
While this
with his/her head directly facing the screen at all times.
procedure is not optimal, since small head movements produce apparent eye
movements indistinguishable from true eye movements, it was expected that
error resulting from head movements would be random]ly distributed across
Periodic observations revealed that virtually all
conditions and within Ss.
to keep gross head movements to a minimum.
instructions
with
Ss complied
I
The task instructions emphasized the necessity of pressing the button
The S was told that a
immediately upon detection of a critical stimulus.
150)
ti
t•1LL C11tl11 550 &_ less LI-I
value yiu
stimulus (ainy oltitude
critical
could occur in any target at any time, regardless of the current altitude
It was explained that occasional large changes in
values of the targets.
altitude would not normally occur in an actual radar system, but that this
departure from normal conditions was necessary to insure that all targets
Following the tap)ed instructions,
would be given equal priority in scanning.
the S was given a 4-minute practice period containing sLx critical stimuli.

Aiter the 2-hour task session, the S completed a second form of the
except that
This form was identical to the first
subjective rating scale.
the S was asked to rate each item, plus one additional item dealing with
near the end of the test
task monotony, on the basis of how the S felt
period just completed.
Performance
Measurement of the Performance and Physiological Data.
data were computer-processed and the following measures were obtained on each
S for each 30-minute pLeriod (all latency measures refer to the time from
critical stimulus onset to the button press)
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
Slj

Moan response latencies to critical stimuli correctly
identif ied.
Number of button presses without a critical stimulus.
Number of critical

stimuli missed.

For eye movemments, the comiputei identified each correct response (button
press) and then determined mean fixation duration from the inter-saccadic
interval data contained in the 30-second interval ilmmediate]y precedinq this
response.
(Mean fixation duration can also be considered an index of fixation f&equency.
Consequently, although the data were anilyzied only in terms
of mean fixation durations, subsequent discussions may refer to mean fixation duration ajid frequency of fixations interchangeably.)
1f a critical
stimulus was missed, the 30-second interval prior to the time the stimulus
timed out was analyzed.
Average values derived from the above 30-second
intervals were obtained for each 30-minute period.
To eliminate various
forms of electronic and/or physiological noise from the data, all apparent
fixation durations of less than 1.00 ms were rejected by the analysis program.
Conductance levels were measured directly from the Dynograph recordings
at half-hour intervals.
Results.
Performance Data.
Figure 1 shows mean detection latencies across 30minute periods for the three age groups.
Analysis oI variance applied to
these data revealed significant (y < .05 throughout) main effects for age
groups, F(2/42) ý 6.05, for 30-minute periods, F(3/126) = 12.01, and for the
To clarify the nature of the
age by periods interaction, F(6/326) = 3.06.
significant interaction affect, fo Lihier comparisons- were made.
Ncvunan-Keul s
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Age Group 40 - 50
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Figure 1.
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PERIODS

Mean target detection times for the three
age groups.

tests revealed that there were no significant differences between the threeage groups in mean detection latency during the fitret 30-minute jeriod.
Comparisons of the first
with subsequent. periods revealed a significant
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Oissionl

1,C,-:9

0.27

0.53

ý40-50

1.07

1 .33

60-70

2.47

3.1.3

Because of relativel- lo-w fIroee'lury ofC o)CCUrren1ce Of failure(S to
reiipouid t.e- cr-itical sýtil~ll i (err-ors ol euin~i ssio1) and responwses to n1onicaiti cal
stimuli (errors of commission) , erriors inl eaich of these two categories werie
suiimmed lor oa~l S across all l our 30-mi imite periods.
Table, I sho,ýs aný
inicreaso in bjothi Lyresý ()C elnror will
LII 39.
Au1'lysess ol vmriance revealled
thalt the-se diJ Tf70EreaCOs between aq10 g31oups wore signlif'icanlt for7 both er~ror's
01 omission, E,(2,/42)
=0.12) anid errior-s of commiiiission, 1'(2/42) = 5.-/9.
eail eye, fixation dinrationls fo-r the threce aye
Physi.0oyiocal Data.
groups are shown inl Figure 2.
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in all groups across the two-houx- session and suggest differences between
Analysis of var-iance revealed a significaut
gl:oups in fixation dujiation.
neithey- the
maii effect for 30-minute periods (1.'(3/126) = 7.0). -However,
difference between age groups (F (2/42) = 2.25) nor the age by periods interaction (F(G/126) = 1.24) was significant.
Because o0 instrumentaMean conductance levels arc shown in Table 2.
tion problems, usable data were not availab]le for all S's in two of the
groups (this is indicated in Table 2) . Consequently, an analysis of valiance
13oth the main effect for
using an unweighted means solution was employed.
Mean Conductance Level (in Microohos) at the End of
Successive 30-Minute Periods for Each Age Group

TABLE 2.

Period s

Age
Groups

1

2

3

18-29
(N=8)

9.65

8.76

8.80

7.70

(N=l5)

6.46

5.89

5.56

5.29

60-70
(N=13)

4.69

3.98

3.93

3.52

4

40-50

for 30-minut . periods, F(3/99) = 23.41
age, Ff(2/33) = 9.64 and the main effect
As is evident from
were significant.
There was no significant interaction.
the values displayed in Table 2, conductance level is inversely related to
age and shows a gcneral decline during the t~Wz session.

Table 3 shows the mean values obtained for each of the
Subjective Data.
voriablos contained in the rating scale administered prior to and following
Analyses of variance revealed no significant differences
task performance.
between the age groups on any variable at the beginning of the task session.
At the end of the session, the age groups differed in their ratings on only
to be less attentive than did
two scales.
The youngest groip felt itself
either
of the two older groups, while the oldest group remained more
interested in the task than did either the youngest or the middle-aged groups.
All groups were equally tired at the end of thq session, and all felt the
task to be "modetately monotonous."
Discussion.
The requirement to detect critical altitude changes inl the presence of
many similar, competing stimuli resulted in more errors of omissi-o and commission and longer average detection times among older S's than among younger
Moreover, it was found that- age differences in detection time did not
onies.
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ex,.ist init-i.ally; they bfcame app]jrent only after some period of task polforinante, with) the oldest. g ouj showillg evidence of lierformance imjiairmeoit much
C
e-r1licr in the sessionl thanl wac the case with either of the two younger
Ii idiig iis in general. agreement with tie results reported
This lattero
qgoups.
(15) and Surwillo and Quilter (16) in their vigilance studies
by Saw-ilo
These resu] Lt
cogl;ari ng the performance of Ss above and below 60 years of age.
appear to sugigest that age-rolated differenceq in selective attention during
mIoiitoling al-e time dependent, i.e., they become manifest or mare
-Oloonged
In tile preso.t
pr-onouinced only al iter the passage of somen period of time.
study, both the time of occurrence alod tihe magnlitude of performance impairto agie.
elit Were aclated
A]though most studies of selective attention have net been specifically
(sustained attention), Farkas and Hoyer (4) did
Iinterested in tiie, e ticots
interaction with results that r-esembled
leport, a signi ficaixt age by trials
to the
Mean card-sorting time from the first
those obtained ill thiis study.
generally increased for their elderly group of ss,
fourth block of trials
ng times fIor the middie-aged and young groups remained the same
while rnti
or decreased.
interaction,
in attempting to account for their significant age by trials
Parkas and Hoyer spencuiated that fatigue and/or boredom must have been greater
The same explanation was offered by Fozard et al. (5)
among th(i' elderly ,s.
to account ior she age-related decrement found by Suri].ill.o and Quilter (16).
in the 'i-csont study, however, subjective reports following task pertormance
revealed no evidence to indicate that the oldest Sc7 felt the task to be mote
On the conmonotonous, oorinog, or ti)-ing than did the two younger grouips
trarly, the oldest group felt less Lored at the cnd of tile se502ion than did
Cithe. thie .iddle-aged or youngest group, and all group)s felt equally tired.
D)crc.•eased visual search activity is another possible explanation for the
ear- icr" as well as greater performance decrement exhib'ted by the older Ss.
Yet n1o s-i gi Iicant diffcrences wore found between aige gmoups iln niec.n fr:equenc:y
While the elec:troof eye i ix:ations or in change in frequency over time.
visual
mef:hod employed yielded only a gross estimate of total
occulflgtap)i]:ii
it
to be quite
suody (17) revealed
Jts
5e, ]y a ],evoous
aec',•
sca.ii.....
highly with hand-scored measures o' eve movement
e aind to cot relate
reliabl
frequency of visual fixations per se provides no
U1iIortuiiatoiy,
activity.
ji. ormatioli ws ith -esject to the type or adequacy of tile search patterns
FurtiieL reseatch usinj mere adnquate techniques for assessingo
emiployed.
y would be required itefoinre it could :e doteteiined with
s-calling activit
rtudy
thaot the age-rulated pCerforance differences found in this
(certajuity

wt,,'C ill:

eunlelicdnt

of

ýC~anllillfg p;Itterns.

Skin co idLVetance leve] differed sign1ficantiy amIliog tile age groups, but
'These same findwas unrel]ated to age.
i
coiduetancc over time
decline ii
if it could be assumed that a
ing- we; e also repo)rted iv S.rwillc (15).
with increasing age implied a lower a-ousal level,
lowi I conduc(tallce levCe
However,
ier formalice.
migit ac-counet for the obtailled differooeces in
this
tue

this assumojttol. has

eteiitly been questioned by Catania,

Thompson,

Michalewski,

.10......

and Pcwman (1) who report that low conductance levels in aged Ss may be the
result of- a low density oF active eccrine sweat glands in this age group and
not necessarily an indication of lower autonomic arousal.
If this is the
case, then the negative correlation of conductance level with age roulld in
the present study may be more of a manifestation of peripheral fa' tors than
a reflection of differences in arousal or activation level.
In spite of the fact that reported fatigue (tiredness) was no greater
among the oldest Ss than among younger ones, the most plausible explanation
for the age-related decline in performance would still
seem to involve some
form of fatigue process.
Simple habituation concepts do not appear adequate,
since numerous vigilance studies using auditory tasks, or visual tasks lacking
a scanning requirement, have failed to show any age-related changc in perClearly, fatigue must be tied to the visual search requirement.
form•a-nce (3).
Al]though it is well known that visual acconuitodation declines with age,
the possibility that this factor alone could account for age-related changes
in selective atftention has been largely ignored (9).
Yet this factor must be
taken seriously, since the decline in accommodation with age results in anl
increased need for visual correction, especially bifocal correction.
At
least one manufacturer of CRT display.q has cautioned that the weaiing of
bifocal glasses during prolonged viewing of these displays may contribute
head posture often required
sign] f' i cantly to fatigue because of the tilted
for clear vision (13).
This form of fatigue may not have been adeonatcly
assessed by the subjective scales emp•loyyed in the present
'tudy,andit i
s

I

certainly conceivabl.e that such fatigue could have adversely affected the
search patterns of older Ss.
Research in progress wi.] 1 evaluate the extent to which the wearing of
bif-ocal corrective lenses may contribute to the age-related decline in
performance found in this study.
Peripheral factors such as this should be
carefutly examined before more esoteric central processes are invoked to
explain aue-related chainges in sustained attention during complex monitoring
performance.
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